Discovering Ottobatake
It’s in a very rural place. That was about as far as my knowledge of Ottobatake extended prior to my arrival. I wasn’t
unhappy about this; I felt that deliberately under-researching this stage of my journey across Japan would enable me
to form zero expectations and go in fresh and fully receptive. All I knew was that, after more than a week of constant
transit via planes, trains, boats and buses, I was more than ready to remain stationary for a while, and was looking
forward to some peace and quiet in the countryside.
It turns out I could not have picked a better spot to suit my needs. As Sachi switched off the car engine outside our
destination, the only sounds were the trickling of a nearby stream, a far-off bird call and the lazy hissing of cicadas.
The views from where we sat were no less pacifying. Ottobatake is surrounded by greenery for as far as the eye can
see, composed of almost luminescent, shivering rice paddies, swaying wheat fields, and dense woodland beyond
that. This all boded very well indeed.

We were greeted by Spanish Monica, who beamed and waved through the window, before sliding open the door
and beckoning me into the first of Ottobatake’s interior delights: the stunning main tatami room. There is something
so deeply calming about traditional Japanese living rooms, the perfect symbiosis of the mats, shoji panels and
wagoya beams that interconnect in geometric perfection, while the lack of solid walls allows light to pour into the
space unimpeded.

My bedroom was similarly tranquil, complete with tatami and rolled up futon. Although the space in Ottobatake’s
bedrooms is ample, Sachi has since told me that the Japanese usually roll up their futons during the day in order
avoid unnecessary clutter. Given my experience of the Japanese penchant for minimalism, I was amused and not
especially surprised by this new information, and began to view my unmoving, usually un-made bed back home as
rather slovenly in my mind’s eye.
After a blissful twilight wander past the house’s neighbouring fields and down to the stream and tiny waterside
shrine, Yumiko, Monica and I sat down to a welcome dinner of Japanese curry with rice – an all-time favourite of
mine, as it happens. I fell drowsily onto my (rolled out) futon a couple of hours later, lulled to sleep by the sound of
water murmuring to rock, and wind whispering to the trees.

